Does the resident need assistance (physical, verbal/ non-verbal cueing, setup/clean-up) to complete the self-care activity?

If NO, CODE 6, INDEPENDENT

If YES, continue...

**Code 05, Setup or clean-up**

Does the resident need **only setup or clean-up** assistance?

If NO, continue...

**Code 04, Supervision or touching assistance**

Does the resident need **only verbal/non-verbal cueing, or steadying/touching** assistance?

If NO, continue...

**Code 03, Partial/moderate assistance**

Does the resident need lifting assistance or trunk support with the helper providing **less than half** of the effort?

If NO, continue...

**Code 02, Substantial/maximal assistance**

Does the resident need lifting assistance or trunk support with the helper providing **more than half** of the effort?

If NO, continue...

**Code 01, Dependent**

Does the helper **provide all the effort** to completed activity? Or the assistance of **2 or more** helpers?

If NO, continue...

**Code 09, Not Applicable**

If NO, continue...

**Why was the activity not attempted?**

**Code 88, Not attempted due to medical condition or safety concerns,**

**Code 07, Resident refused to complete the activity**